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The Company

U.EMME moves its first steps by the end of the 1970s, today boasting an EXPERIENCE of about 40 years.

PROFESSIONALISM and its special focus on INNOVATION are recognized by all its partners and 
CERTIFICATES OF QUALITY.

The constant improvement of its HUMAN CAPITAL is essential to properly manage the entire production 
process.



Our History

1978

1997

2000

Today

We have started by 
producing backhoes…

…up to reach a full 
range of 

attachments.

At the verge of the 21th Century we 
started to widen our network of partners 

overseas.

Our challenge goes further 
after more than 40 years



Market Approach
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Our goal is to broaden U.EMME’s INTERNATIONAL NETWORK of dealers, distributors and spare parts retailers.
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The Production Process

Order 
received

Welding

Washing and 
painting

Final assembly

Packaging

We follow the whole production process to ensure high quality products, 100% Made in Italy.
Flexibility is our strength. All attachments are customized by our technical office, on request.



Our Range of Products

Buckets Forks Graders Blades Snow blowers

Backhoes Collector
sweepers

Brooms Bush Cutters Compacting
Rollers



Mixer Buckets

Central Unload Cement Mixer Side Unload Cement Mixer

Two type of mixer buckets for concrete: 10 models with central unloading system (CONDOR) and 3 
with side one (CONDOR SL), splitted according to load capacity.  High performance, reliability and 

security level for the ideal tool to easily and quickly produce fresh concrete in every condition.



Buckets

Standard Bucket Multifunction Bucket 4 in 1

Connection plates 
suitables with every 

linkage Skid-Steer 
Loaders’ brand.

For every digging 
works: charge, 

discharge, levelling and 
catching. Bolted teeth 
and reversible under 

blade.

Light Material Bucket

Specially designed for loading low 
specific weight material as grain, 

feed, silage for biogas, etc.



Forks

Pallet Forks

Agricultural Grapple

Forks
Industrial Grapple

Forks

In compliance with FEM 2 
norm rules. 

Lift capacity from 1 to 5 
tons.

Bucket with double grip 
actioned by hydraulic 

cylinders. Standard equipped 
by blocking valve

Bolted forks with double 
grip actioned by hydraulic 

cylinders. Standard 
equipped by blocking valve



Graders

Grader COBRA

4 models perfect for levelling jobs: 2100, 2400, 2500, 
2700 mm. blade width. The blade  can be hydraulically 
displaced to the right or left side of 405 mm. from the 
central position, the presence of 4 hydraulic cylinders 

allow a 34° left/right rotation and a 35° left/right 
oscillation (tilt) of the levelling blade. Each COBRA 

hydraulic function can be controlled manually through 
one of the 6 types of available controls, can be 

completely automated using a self-leveling laser signal 
system, or it can be set hybrid: manually controlled and 

automated with self-leveling laser system. The 
controlvalve, inserted inside the frame in a protected 

compartment, can be choosed between on/off or 
proportional type. Standard equipment is completed by 

2 side plates bolted on levelling blade on which easily 
fix the laser signal receivers support poles and with 

bolted plate for connection to the host machine. 



Blades

Snow bladesAngledozer Blades

Double effect cylinders for left-
right hydraulic oscillation and 

angulation. Multifunctional blade 

LTDL model can be equipped with 

laser self-levelling system.

Blade for burying jobs. Double 
effect hydraulic cylinders for left-

right angulation.

Horizontal self levelling 
snowblade (± 10°). Anti-shock 

system. Marker flags and lamps 
kit. Bolted wear-resistant steel 

blade or Polyurethane blade.

Tilt Dozer Blades



Snow blowers

Snow Blowers YETI STD Snow Blowers YETI HD-I

Double stage frontal snow 
blower ideal for Skid-Steer 

Loaders and small Wheel 
Loaders or Backhoe Loaders. 

Helix in Hardox® metal. 
Hydraulic or electric adjustable 

flaps and chute. Side slides 
(adjustable in height)

Double stage snow blower 
with independent diesel 

engine, gearbox and 
torque limiter. Ideal for 
machines without aux

hydraulic plant. Helix in 
Hardox® metal. Hydraulic 
adjustable flaps and chute. 

Linkage system on forks.

Snow Blowers YETI HD

Double stage frontal snow 
blower with gear box and 

torque limiter, ideal for 
Wheel Loaders, Backhoe 

Loaders and Telehandlers. 
Helix in Hardox® metal. 

Hydraulic adjustable flaps 
and chute. Side slides 
(adjustable in height)



Hydraulic Backhoes

Agricultural Backhoe Industrial Backhoe

Hydraulic backhoe with arm’ side shift on frame and mechanical or hydraulic blocking system. 
Hydraulic independent stabilizer feet. Linkage kit for Agricultural Tractor or Skid-Steer Loaders.



Collector Sweepers

Collector Sweeper MANTA I Collector Sweeper 
MANTA STD/HD

A wide range of Collector sweepers equipped with polypropylene or steel brushes. 
Compatible with each dimensions operating machinery such as Skid-Steer Loaders, 

Wheel Loaders, Backhoe Loaders, Fork lift Chariots, Tele-handlers, Agricultural 
Tractors. Single cut bolted blade. Many options available.



Brooms

Angle Broom PANTERA (Angle) Broom LINCE l/E

30° left/right angle mechanical or hydraulic 
system. The best solution for quick cleaning 
of yards and streets and to remove snow up 
to 10-15 cm on the ground. Ideal for Wheel 

Loaders, Backhoe Loaders, Tele-handlers.

Version I (for Skid-Steer Loaders) got 
30° left/right angle mechanical or 

hydraulic system. Changing linkage kit 
the same broom can be installed on 

Excavators’ arms (Version E)



Vibratory Rollers RCVL/RCVP

Compacting roller RCVL Compacting roller RCVP

RCVL - High performance and powerful smooth Compacting Vibratory Roller specially suited to work in 
sand, pea rock, gravel and in developping asphalt patching works in the road maintenance.

RCVP - High performance and powerful padded Compacting Vibratory Roller specially suited to work in 
heavy soils: clay and clay-based backfill roads, pathways and forest tracks.

Each version is ideal for Skid-Steer Loaders, Wheel Loaders, Backhoe Loaders, Tele-handlers.



Bush Cutters

Front shredder SCORPION Mulching head TT

Front shredder with hammers (or knives) and 
mechanical or hydraulical horizontal side 
shift, floating linkage plate many kind of

operating machinery

4 Models with different cutting width 
(60, 80, 100, 130 mm.). Hydraulic motor 
direct transmission and rotor equipped 

with triple double knives kit or 
hammers. No drainage line is requested.



Augers

Auger TR

Wood splitter CASTORO

6 models by which it is possible to equip 
excavators from 1 to 20 tons, but also any 
other industrial machine through a special 

dedicated linkage system. Each model is 
equipped by reversible epicyclical gear motor.

Bidirectional log splitter with high torque 
epicycloidal gear motor and non-dislodgement 

drive shaft system. It’s available as alternative to 
the conical screw the stump milling cutter, ideal, 

for example, in destroyng strains or stumps next to 
sidewalks, flower beds and streets avoiding the 

risk of damaging the floor.



Other Attachments

Tilt Tatch
Hammer

ARIETE

Interface located between
the Skid-Steer Loader linkage 
and the attachment. It is the 
ideal tool to fix charge’s level 
on rough grounds or for many 

other operations such as 
drainage ditches digging with 

the bucket corner.

Log grab with horizontal 
cylinder specially designed for 
heavy agricultural and forestry 

use. Standard equipped by 
security blocking valve. It is 

possible to
equip all Kela models with 

hydraulic 360° rotator .

Hydraulic hammers with 
energy recovery system. 

Each ARIETE hammer is able 
to work with high back 
pressure values on the 

return line (27 bar
maximum) without effects 

on performances.

Log grab

KELA

Hedge trimmer 

HT

Specifically designed for 
trimming hedges  

formed by 30 mm. 
maximum diameter 

twigs (slight pruning). 
Equipped by bolted 

sawteeth knives 
individually replaceable.



U.EMME srl

Via dell’Artigianato, 19

47015 Modigliana (FC) 

ITALY

Tel.  (+39)0546/941725

Fax (+39)0546/940050

info@uemme.com

www.uemme.com
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